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Abstract

We compare the efficiency of two algorithms - reintegration and RKQ - for
controlling the global error in Runge-Kutta solutions to initial-value problems.
The RKQ algorithm is usually expected to be more efficient, sometimes con-
siderably so. When reintegration is more efficient, it is only slightly so. Given
that RKQ provides a stepwise in situ control of global error, whereas reinte-
gration is an a posteriori procedure, this efficiency analysis lends support to
the choice of RKQ as the preferred algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Local error control in Runge-Kutta (RK) methods is a stepwise process (we
use the term in situ to describe such a process) - error control is achieved as
the integration proceeds. However, there is no correlation between local error
control and global error control [1]. To achieve global error control, one has to
resort to a reintegration procedure, which requires recomputing an RK solution
with a new stepsize, after a solution with locally controlled error has been found
[2]. This is potentially inefficient and, hence, reintegration is seldom used, even
though global error control is preferable to local error control. We have recently
developed an algorithm for in situ global error control, designated RKrvQz
(or simply RKQ) [3, 4, 5]. In this paper, we intend to study the efficiency of
this algorithm, in relation to that of reintegration.
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2 Relevant Concepts

We briefly describe the RKQ and reintegration algorithms. The symbol RKr
denotes and explicit Runge-Kutta method of order r, and similarly for RKv
and RKz. Also, we assume r < v � z. Of necessity, we will assume that the
reader is familiar with the concept of local error control via local extrapolation
[6] (we will use the symbol LE to denote this process).

2.1 RKQ

The RKrvQz algorithm uses LE with RKr and RKv to control local error.
In addition, it uses LE with RKr and RKz to estimate the components of
the global error in the RKr solution. If the global error exceeds the desired
tolerance at any node, the solution is quenched using RKz (this is nothing
more than the replacement of the RKr and RKv solutions with the much
more accurate RKz solution at that node). In this way, in situ global error
control is achieved. The reader is referred to the relevant references for a much
more detailed exposition. The original form of RKQ is presented in [3] and
[4]; a slight modification, for the sake of efficiency, is described in Section 2.5
in [5]. It is this latter version that is considered here.

2.2 Reintegration

Reintegration uses RKz to estimate the global error in RKr, after local error
control via LE with RKr and RKv has been performed. A suitably smaller
stepsize is determined, if necessary, and a new solution is computed with RKr,
using this new stepsize. This approach requires that at least two and, most
likely, three complete solutions over the entire interval of integration must be
computed.

It should be noted that, in both RKQ and reintegration, we assume that
RKz is sufficiently accurate so as to provide a reliable estimate of the global
error in RKr. If not, then both algorithms are unlikely to be successful.

3 Efficiency Analysis

We assume that RKr requires sr stage evaluations, and similarly for RKv and
RKz. We assume that LE with RKr and RKv results in N + 1 nodes on the
interval of integration (the first node is the initial point, where the solution is
known exactly), and we assume that there are M step rejections during the
LE procedure. The number of step rejections in RKQ might differ from that
in reintegration. Such a difference is very much problem-dependent and so, for
ease of analysis, we will assume that M is the same for both algorithms.
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3.1 RKQ

The total number of stage evaluations in RKQ is

TRKQ = N (2sr + sv + sz) + M (sr + sv) , (1)

since LE with RKr and RKv has N (sr + sv) + M (sr + sv) stage evaluations,
LE with RKr and RKz has Nsr stage evaluations, and RKz has Nsz stage
evaluations. The term M (sr + sv) is the total number of stage evaluations
incurred through step rejections.

3.2 Reintegration

In reintegration, we also have N (sr + sv)+M (sr + sv) stage evaluations from
LE with RKr and RKv, and we also have Nsz stage evaluations from RKz.
If the global error is acceptably small then the total number of stage evalua-
tions is simply N (sr + sv + sz) + M (sr + sv) . If, however, a new stepsize is
determined, leading to a new node distribution of N ′ > N nodes, then we will
have an additional N ′sr stage evaluations. If we wish to retain the original
node distribution, then the stepsize adjustment requires inserting new nodes
between the original nodes, which gives N ′ = pN with p � 2. All in all, we
have

Treint = N (sr + sv + sz) + M (sr + sv) + pNsr

= N ((p + 1) sr + sv + sz) + M (sr + sv) (2)

or

Treint = N (sr + sv + sz) + M (sr + sv) (3)

if no new stepsize was needed (i.e. the global error was acceptably small).

3.3 Comparison

The case in (3) is more efficient than that in (1), but is unlikely to occur
in practice. The case in (2) is more probable, and clearly has N (p − 1) sr

more stage evaluations, suggesting that reintegration would usually be more
computationally expensive than RKQ.

4 Numerical Examples

Firstly, consider the methods RK3, RK4, RK5 and RK8 [7, 8, 9]. These have
s3 = 3, s4 = 4, s5 = 6 and s8 = 13. For r = 3, v = 4, z = 8, we have

TRKQ = 23N + 7M

Treint = 20N + 7M or Treint � 26N + 7M,
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and for r = 3, v = 5, z = 8 we have

TRKQ = 25N + 9M

Treint = 22N + 9M or Treint � 28N + 9M.

There is not much difference between TRKQ and Treint, unless p � 2 (the terms
in the inequalities above correspond to p = 2).

Secondly, if we apply RK34Q8 to the problem

y′ =

(
ln 1000

100

)
y, y (0) = 1, x ∈ [1, 100]

with a tolerance of 10−4 on both local and global error, we find that reintegra-
tion requires p = 5. Ignoring the effect of step rejections, this gives

TRKQ

Treint
=

23

35
= 0.66,

clearly showing that RKQ is more efficient than reintegration for this case.
In other words, RKQ requires only two-thirds of the computational effort of
reintegration and, furthermore, yields in situ control of the global error, which
is preferable to a posteriori control.

For the Hamiltonian example considered in [10], with a tolerance of 10−6,
we find p = 22, giving

TRKQ

Treint
=

23

86
= 0.27,

which is even more impressive.

5 Conclusion

We have compared the efficiency of two global error control techniques for
Runge-Kutta methods - reintegration and the recently developed RKQ algo-
rithm. We find that RKQ will usually be more efficient than reintegration,
and we have demonstrated this with a few examples. Since RKQ provides in
situ error control, rather than the a posteriori control offered by reintegra-
tion, and RKQ is likely to be more efficient, we feel that the standing of RKQ
as preferred (possible) global error controller is enhanced by this efficiency
analysis.
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